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Extraordinary Art | Extraordinary Homes
An Extraordinary Collaboration

Warren Lewis Sotheby’s International Realty, an independent brokerage for its 25-plus years of
existence, has built a reputation for servicing each one of its clients needs with honesty, integrity
and an immense knowledge of the unique borough’s ever-evolving market.

Modern Masters: From Rembrandt to
Picasso-Representation of the Figure in
Western Art, A Selling Exhibition
Rembrandt van Rijn
Portrait of a Man with Arms Akimbo,
signed and dated 1658
Oil on canvas, 107.4 x 87 cm
Auction 6-16 January 2014 (Hong Kong)
Estimate Upon Request

Of Royal and Noble Descent
A set of six Restauration gilt-bronze
seven-light candelabra
Auction 23 January 2014 (London)
Estimate 20,000-30,000 GBP

We invite you to explore our real estate listings at warrenlewis.com
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and
view the2014
worldwide auction schedule at sothebys.com.

The Courts of Europe
Lombard Master, 1540-1560
Portrait of a Gyrfalcon,
Viewed from Three Sides
Auction 30 January 2014 (New York)
Estimate 700,000-1,000,000 USD
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REGISTER
NOW

2014 WINTER/SPRING CLASSES
FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS

DANCE ¥ YOGA ¥ FITNESS ¥ ACTING ¥ FILM ¥ PERFORMANCE... AND SO MUCH MORE!

President's Week : Feb. 17-21, 2014

Spring Break : April 14-18, 2014

ART & ACTION

Multi-Arts Day Camp for Ages 6-12

DEMOCRACY IN Spring Green Camp
Multi-Arts Day Camp for Ages 6-12

EARLY REGISTRATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 24

SPOKE THE HUB
748 UNION STREET, BKLYN, NY 11215 ¥ 718.408.3234 ¥ SPOKETHEHUB.ORG
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Valentine’s Day, Spring, and a Sale.
Who loves ya?
10-70% off select items through January
Spring collections from
Hartford, Majestic, Velvet, American Colors, Prairie Underground,
Matta, Diana Kane, Aki Kano, Xirena, Woo
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FEBRUARY 1 – MARCH 31, 2014

$25 REBATE

PER
UNIT*

$50 REBATE

PER
UNIT*

on Duette® Architella® Honeycomb Shades

on Silhouette® Window Shadings
and Vignette® Modern Roman Shades
Duette® Architella® Honeycomb Shades

Warm and stylish.

Wise decision.

Duette Architella Honeycomb Shades by Hunter Douglas create pockets
of insulating air at the window for superb energy savings in both cold and
warm climates. Welcome to a beautiful home. Ask for details.
®

®

L.W.P. Home Products

The Art of
Window Dressing
ideas booklet

TM

5401 3rd Ave
Brooklyn NY
M-F: 8:30 AM TO 6:00 PM
9:00 AM TO 4:00 PM
CLOSED
718-492-7774
www.lwphomepro.com

with this ad

Follow Us At Facebook or Twitter
* Manufacturer’s mail-in rebate offer valid for purchases made 2/1/14 – 3/31/14 from participating dealers in the U.S. only. Offer excludes Nantucket™ Window Shadings, a collection of Silhouette® Window Shadings. Rebate will be issued in
the form of a prepaid reward card and mailed within 6 weeks of rebate claim receipt. Funds do not expire. Subject to applicable law, a $2.00 monthly fee will be assessed against card balance 7 months after card issuance and each month
thereafter. Additional limitations apply. Ask participating dealer for details and rebate form. © 2014 Hunter Douglas. All rights reserved. All trademarks used herein are the property of Hunter Douglas.
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A ONE BEDROOM
CLOSE TO THE COOP

so you’ll never miss
a shift again.

THE KEYS TO THAT.
We’re a team of local residents uniquely qualified
to handle every aspect of your real estate
transaction in a direct, transparent, professional
way. We love Brownstone Brooklyn and know it
well because it’s our home too. Let’s talk.
garfieldbrooklyn.com | 155 Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11215 | 718.622.7600
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ORGANIC P R O D U C E
BAKED GO O D S

P R E PA R E D F O O D S

D E S S E RT S

MANHATTAN
2 4 0 E A S T H O USTON STREET
AT AVENUE A

M E AT & P O U LT RY

S P E C I A LT Y G R O C E R I E S

COBBLE HILL, B R O O K LY N
288 COURT STREET
BET. DEGRAW & DOUGLASS ST.

7 1 8 . 2 30.5152

10 UM_PSR_January14_ad_interior.indd
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FRESH SEAFOOD

FLOWERS

CHARCUTERIE

TELEPHONE ORDERS

PA R K S L O P E , B R O O K LY N
754-756 UNION STREET
AT SIXTH AVENUE

C H E E S E & DAIRY

D E L I V E RY

C ATERING

PA R K S L O P E , B R O O K LY N
402-404 SEVENT H AV E N U E
BET. 12TH & 1 3 T H S T.

WWW.UNIONMARKET.COM

1/2/14 2:58 PM
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**PARK SLOPE TEAM OF THE YEAR**

THE NEINAST TEAM

Brownstone Brooklyn's Townhouse, Co-op, Condo and
New Development Specialists

THE NEINAST TEAM ADVANTAGE

* 45 Years of combined real estate experience *
* Sold over 110 Townhouses, 80 Condos and 135 Co-ops *

Our promise to you:

-Accurate property evaluations and pricing strategies
-Immediate exposure to over 4 million visitors each month on corcoran.com
-Customized and high profile property advertising and marketing
-Professionally hosted open houses and showings
-Skilled negotiations to ensure the TOP dollar for your home

For more information or a complimentary property evaluation, please contact:

Kristin M. Neinast

Patricia A. Neinast

Office: 718.832.4189
Cell: 917.309.4246
kneinast@corcoran.com

Office: 718.832.4146
Cell: 347.564.6241
pan@corcoran.com
2013 Corcoran GOLD Council
Member of NRT's top teams
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Kelly A. Neinast

Office: 718.832.4169
Cell: 646.345.3431
kkn@corcoran.com

AndreA VAszko

WINTER WELLNESS 2014 | IN THIS ISSUE
18 | A Few of Our Favorite Things

BROOKLYN’S WINTER WONDERLAND
by Florence Wang

Check out these recommendations on
what to do, where to go, and what to see
locally this winter.

22 | Ask Dr. Weil

NEW YEARS RESOLUTION:
BEST FOOD TO LOSE
by Andrew Weil, MD

Syndicated medical columnist Andrew
Weil offers advice on the best and worst
foods for your waistline in the New Year.

26 | Crowdsourcing/Reader Voices

LET’S NOT SING THE WINTER BLUES
by Veronica Carnero

36 | Hypocrite’s Almanac

KIDS & THE HARSHER
REALITIES OF LIFE
by Melanie Hoopes

Our resident cynical life-coach points out
who the real hypocrite is when a reader
confesses to sheltering their child from
some of life’s harsher realities.

by Joan Arnold

Winter weather can do a number on our
bodies. In this issue, our resident yoga
expert discusses lower back health and
how yoga can help.

EATING WELL THIS WINTER
by Celeste Kaufman

Park Slope
Living

47 | Journey to Health

brewed
fresh
each
issue

These new foodie additions to the
neighborhood will keep you nourished in
mind, body, and spirit.

LETTING THE ELEPHANT IN THE TENT
by Nancy Lippincott

30 | Dispatches From Babyville

50 | Winter Wellness

by Nicole Caccavo Kear

Your guide to local practitioners, offices,
fitness gurus, and retailers who will keep
you happy, healthy, and fit in during the
winter months.

To shelter or throw to the germs? Our
mommy dispatch relays her experience in
parenting the sick.

YOGA & THE LOWER BACK

41 | Eat Local

Find out what tricks your friends and
neighbors have up their sleeves when it
comes to staying healthy during the winter
months.

TO YOUR HEALTH

54 | Bending Toward Brooklyn

The journey towards health can begin only
when you learn to accept change and take
that first step.
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PICK UP THE READER AT UNION MARKET, THE TEA LOUNGE, AND MANY MORE LOCATIONS
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the reader

executive editor
Paul English

manager
Andrea Vaszko

Nancy Lippincott

Veronica Carnero is from San Jose, California and has called NYC home for the
past 12 years. From a young age she has always danced and came to NYC to pursue
her professional dancing career. She received her 200-hour vinyasa yoga certification
from the Laughing Lotus Yoga Center. She teaches at Prema Yoga in Carroll Gardens
and Laughing Lotus in Manhattan. Catch her class at Prema Yoga, 5:30 p.m. on
Sundays!
Melanie Hoopes has lived in Park Slope, Prospect Heights, and currently Boerum
Hill. She is a writer/performer and mother of two.
CELESTE KAUFMAN is a freelance writer contributing to the gentrification of Bedstuy.
Her work has appeared in BUST Magazine, Time Out New York, and around the Web.
Her blog, Audrey Monroe, gets tens of visits a day and earned her a role as social
ambassador for Refinery 29. She is currently obsessed with Dough donuts, $2 sundaes
from Wally’s Café, and the dessert aisle of the nearest Jewish supermarket.
Florence Wang loves living in and exploring Brooklyn.
Nancy Lippincott is a writer living in Brooklyn, though she makes frequent
trips to Queens just for the pho. You can read about her insights and travels at
nancyklippincott.com.

design

advertising closing dates

Joan Arnold has been a movement educator for over 30 years, teaching dance,
exercise, yoga and the Alexander Technique. She has a private practice in NYC
and has written on mind/body subjects for national magazines. Director of the
Ancram Opera House in New York’s Hudson Valley, Joan helps people of all ages
and abilities solve back problems, relieve chronic pain and enhance performance.
www.joanarnold.com

Nicole Caccavo Kear’s memoir, Now I See You, comes out June ‘14 by St. Martin’s
Press, and she contributes regularly to Parents and American Baby, as well as Salon
and Babble in between her dispatches at the Reader. You can keep up with her
misadventures in Mommydom on her blog, A Mom Amok (amomamok.com). A
native of Brooklyn, she lives in the Slope with her three firecracker kids, one very
patient husband, and an apparently immortal hermit crab.

Holly Lane, Inc.

Jeremy Lintz, Paul English

Contributors
Meera Lee Patel (Cover Art) is an artist raised by the New Jersey shore where she
swam the bright waters and climbed cherry blossom trees until she grew old enough
to draw them. Her illustrations, inspired by the magical mysteries of nature, have
appeared in publications such as Organic Gardening and Jamie Magazine and have
been translated into housewares and apparel by Free People, Poketo, and Sivana
Spirit. In addition to illustration and photography, she produces a line of stationary
and textile products that can be found at boutiques and major retailers nationwide,
including Urban Outfitters and Anthropologie. Meera lives in and works from her
studio in Brooklyn, NY. www.meeralee.com.

distribution

Let us help you to reach energized,
sophisticated consumers who put their
money where their values are.

Next Issue SPRING 2014
Ad Due Date March 1st
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subscriptions Receive the Reader in
the mail each issue, first class, for $16
per year. Order over the telephone with a
Visa, MasterCard, or AmEx.

submissions
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and drawings. Although we cannot be
held responsible for loss or damage of
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unsolicited material, if you enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope, we
will return your work.

publisher’s liability The Park Slope
Reader does not warrant any of the
services or products advertised in this
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magazine. We do, however, encourage
the highest possible practice of conscious
business. Feedback from our readers,
both positive and negative, can aid us in
this process.

celeste
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welcome

submissions of manuscripts, artwork

YOGA . KIDS YOGA . PILATES . MELT . QIGONG
MASSAGE . ACUPUNCTURE . PSYCHOTHERAPY

SINGLE CLASS - $15
$10 COMMUNITY CLASSES

PLAZA WELLNESS

NEW STUDENT SPECIAL
3 CLASSES FOR $30
$40 COMMUNITY
ACUPUNCTURE & MASSAGE

Grand Army Plaza 2,3

36 Plaza Street East at Grand Army Plaza
www.plazawellness.com
718.789.8020 . info@plazawellness.com
Photos by Rachel Shane, Caitlin Casella and Dana Kellstrom
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Fermented Grapes
651 Vanderbilt Avenue

Colson Patisserie
374 Ninth Street
The Chocolate Room
51 Fifth Avenue

Park SloPe’S longeSt running PilateS Studio

Pilates on the park
Offering pilates sessions for fitness and rehabilitation
All ages and levels welcome
142 Prospect Park West at 9th St. | bodycraftstudio.com | 718-499-9488 | bcfitandwell@gmail.com
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A Few of Our Favorite Things

Brooklyn’s Winter Wonderland

It’s a new year—get out and try something new! The weather might be brisk, but here are a few things
that are worth the braving the chill. Compiled By Florence Wang
Sharpen Your Skates
Lakeside at Prospect Park

The area formerly known as Wollman Rink has received a major
facelift over the past few seasons.
I have been lamenting the lack of
an open-air ice rink, but the renovations are proving worth the wait.
The unremarkable skating rink and
parking lot area have been transformed into the Lakeside Complex
at Prospect Park. The activity center
features two new rinks that will be
open year-round for ice and roller
skating. One enclosed rink will be
covered by a green roof which is
comprised of soil ranging from six
to eighteen inches deep, allowing
for shrubs and small trees to take
root—adding to the park’s green
landscape. In addition to skating,
the area also provides three additional acres of park space, a new
dock for pedal boats, and a terraced

walk overlooking the water. The
Parks Department promises that it
will offer something for everyone
all throughout the year. The new
project is intended to harken back
to the park’s original design, which
was disrupted by the skating rink
and accompanying parking lot in
1960. It will provide more openness for the borough that so appreciates its green space.

Park Slope’s “Welcome Oasis”
The Bell House - 149 Seventh Street

This past fall the Bell House celebrated its five-year anniversary.
This Park Slope premiere venue
offers a more indie alternative to
the Barclay’s Center. They host decidedly NYC-centric events such
as Trivia Nights with NY1 Anchor
Pat Keirnan, Point Break Live, and
NPR’s Moth Storyslam. It’s also the
perfect venue to see indie bands

18 | park slope Reader | winter Wellness 2014

such as Yo La Tengo, Bob Mould,
and Dean Wareham. Their schedule of events is compelling and
diverse, and always offers something decidedly unique. Entering
the large open bar area that acts
as the Bell House entry, you immediate feel welcome by the open
space and the friendly staff. Particularly on a cold winter night, it
offers home-grown warmth that
can only be found in an independent venue. The ticket prices are
so reasonable it almost seems silly not to try something new. The
fact that it’s right around the corner also means you won’t have to
wait on that cold subway platform
during the wee hours of the night
in order to get home. Check out
their website thebellhouseny.com
for a complete listing of upcoming
shows and events.

Sam Horine

Warm, Soothing Sounds

The National: Trouble Will Find Me (4AD)
Hailing from Ditmas Park, the Brooklyn band The National released their sixth album. If you’re unfamiliar
with the band, Trouble Will Find Me is the perfect introduction to their sound. Moody and highly orchestrated
music creates the ideal backdrop for Matt Berringer’s
baritone lyrics of insecurity and longing. It’s contemplative music, lyrical and full of poetry. Opening track,
“I Should Live in Salt,” starts quietly with a pleading
that begs to be heard as more than mere background
music.The song slowly builds a swell as the entire band
comes together finding its full voice. Later in, “Sea Of
Love,” takes this sound and mixes it with a catchy pop
that becomes uplifting. Directly in the middle of the
album “Graceless” picks up like a moving freight train.
There are no throw away songs on the album. As a
whole, Trouble Will Find Me is rich, warm and complex,
like a good cup of coffee.
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Crossing the Gowanus

Florence Wang

Red Hook, Brooklyn
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Our neighbors to the east were hit extremely hard by
Hurricane Sandy last year, and some long-standing
businesses were forced to shutter for good. The ones
that were able to rebuild and reopen did so at enormous cost. It’s a true pity, because the neighborhood
is ripe with personality and was really coming into its
own before the storm. Although Red Hook is on the
rebound, this past summer didn’t bring the traffic necessary for it to fully bounce back. It’s time to rediscover this sweet and eclectic little hamlet. Indulge your
sweet tooth with a delicious confection from Baked
(359 Van Brunt Street) or with a Steve’s Authentic Key
Lime Pie (204 Van Dyke Street). Check out what’s on
display at the Brooklyn Waterfront Artists Coalition
(499 Van Brunt Street) and then take in the unrivaled
view of the Statue of Liberty from the Fairway parking
lot. Warm yourself with a libation at Sunny’s Bar (253
Conover Street) and photograph yourself in front the
iconic Ye Nautical Garage next door—you can’t miss
it, it’s the one with the fishing tackle displayed on the
outside. That short list only scratches the surface; Red
Hook is filled with galleries, restaurants, and shops all
in a one-of-a-kind setting. There’s so much to see and
do, and it’s all within an easy walk. ♦

TEACHING YOGA , PILATES
AND THE JOY OF MOVEMENT

Make some heat.
6:45am - 7:30
Wake Your Core class
Tuesday – Friday mornings
On 9th St. near PPW
newleafbody.com | 718-369-0005

Dedicated Solely to the Art & Science of Bodywork
28 8th Av
A enue at Lincoln Place

Open by Appointment 7 days a week

718-857-6183
www.
w opalcenter.
w.
r com
r.

Therapeutic Massage
Deep Tissue
Medical
Perinatal
Stress & Pain Management
Thai Bodywork
Shiatsu

Allied Therapies
Aromatherapy
Hot Stones & Packs
Reiki
Craniosacral Therapy
Reflexology
Lymphatic Drainage
www.psreader.com | 21

Wellness Q & A

www.DrWeil.com

Ask Dr. Weil

Q: New Year’s Resolution: Best Food to Lose?

I’m resolved to make the coming year a healthy one. If I
should give up one food, what would it be? And alternatively,
if I should add one food to my diet, what would you suggest?
anti-inflammatory component. And, of course, quality olive
has a very appealing taste; it has helped many Americans
realize that there is no need to sacrifice sensory pleasure in
pursuit of healthy eating.
Top quality extra-virgin olive oil (which I believe should
be used for all cooking, not just bread-dipping and saladdrizzling) has a natural peppery finish and a deep, “green”
aroma of grass and artichoke. Such oils are not cheap,
because they rely on careful cultivation that preserves olive
oil’s legendary taste and health benefits. However, the reward
is more than worth it.
A: Congratulations on making such a sensible resolution.
My top recommendation for a food you should give up is
sweetened drinks of all kinds. Although these beverages are
not the only contributor to the obesity epidemic in the United
States, they are a major source of the average American
intake of an unhealthy amount of sugar, 355 calories per
person per day. That amounts to twenty-two teaspoons
of sugar daily. A single 12-ounce soda contains about 130
calories and the equivalent of eight teaspoons of sugar. The
high glycemic load of these sugary drinks provokes insulin
resistance in many people, which underlies much of the
obesity in our society and raises risks of Type 2 Diabetes.
In addition to soda, I’m concerned about sweetened tea and
coffee, energy drinks, and fruit juices.
Recent research also indicates that sugar, rather
than saturated fat, is the real culprit in our high rates of
cardiovascular disease. An analysis of data from a longrunning study of nearly 43,000 male health professionals
ages 40 to 75, found that over 22 years, 3,683 of the men had
heart attacks and showed that those who drank sweetened
beverages most often were 20 percent more likely to have
had a heart attack than the men who drank the fewest sugary
drinks. The research team calculated that drinking one sugarsweetened beverage a day was associated with a 19 percent
increase in the relative risk of cardiovascular disease.
My suggestion for the one food to add to your diet is
olive oil, which has the highest percentage of heart-healthy
monounsaturated fat of any edible oil. Quality olive oil also
contains abundant antioxidants, substances associated with
lower risks of cardiovascular disease and cancer, and a potent
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When buying olive oil, I suggest choosing small bottles
from a reputable company or source. Definitely look for
the peppery bite characteristic of high quality products.
Certification as organic can also be a sign of quality. If
you can find them, choose imported oils with International
Olive Oil Council (IOOC) certification on the label. (The
California Olive Oil Council [COOC] certifies purity of oil
produced in California.)
I wish you well with your year of healthy living. I hope it
turns into a lifetime of good health.
Andrew Weil, M.D.
Source Frank B. Hu et al, “Sweetened Beverage Consumption,
Incident Coronary Heart Disease and Biomarkers of Risk in Men,”
Circulation, doi: 10.1161/?CIRCULATIONAHA.111.067017
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reader voices

Let’s Not Sing
the Winter Blues

By Veronica Carnero

I

f you were to leave New York right now and go to the country, chances are you would not see many animals. The image
that comes to mind year after year: A bear climbing into her
cave and not coming out for a few months. She falls into a deep,
delicious sleep, otherwise known as hibernation.
We are animals, too. These winter months lend themselves to
retreating from the world. As much as we would like to curl up
and put up our email vacation response from January to March,
most of us live our lives during a day in February as we would
in April. We would neglect our commitments to work, family,
friends, and school if we decided to “check out” for the winter.
Because our natural world is withdrawing, our own natural
rhythms can get a bit confused. The trick is finding the balance
between slowing down to honor inner hibernation mode and
staying active to avoid succumbing to the winter blues.
This time of year is for reflection and turning inwards. Take
a day or two to stay home, make a pot of soup, cuddle up with
a book, and have your journal handy. Sleep more and allow
your body to recuperate from the constant movement of fall
and the holiday season. But mind the extreme. After your ministaycation, meet up with friends for a movie or go out dancing.
Try not to pull an all-nighter because your body can’t handle
it—do a bit and then go home. Moderation is key!
Our lives usually don’t slow down during this time of year, and
a big reason why we get sick is because we are pushing ourselves
to (again!) accomplish the same things we did in April. It’s colder

and therefore our bodies have a harder time fighting off viruses
and our immunity weakens. So maybe the after-work happy
hours can be replaced with after-work yoga classes or a trip to the
museum. Instead of bottle of wine with dinner, maybe just half.
Set your Kayak.com trip alert to warm places like Mexico
or Florida, and if there is a deal you can’t pass up, go away for
a couple of days and enjoy some good old fashioned sun and
vitamin D. Fill up on this essential vitamin to not only combat
weakened immunity but lighten your mood.
As New Yorkers, we are forced to interact with the weather
elements head on. As the rest of the country defrosts their car
windows before they hit the road, we are doing the check list
of “gloves, scarf, hat, maybe face mask today???” We incur a lot
of stress with our hustle and bustle, especially our commuting
reality. When our bodies can’t handle stress anymore, we get sick.
I like to make an upbeat/hip-hop/disco playlist for the beginning
of the day to get me going and a soothing classical playlist for the
ride home.
We have opened it up to our Park Slope Reader community by
asking, “What is one thing you do to stay healthy in the winter?”
My biggest tip: take time for yourself, but don’t fall into a routine
of isolation. By being around other people, they will usually
lift up your spirits. Staying creative is an important remedy the
winter blues, and one these ‘tricks’ may be the missing link to
keep you healthy and happy! Enjoy!

I amp up my use of spices and hot sauces. I have no dog-eared scientific study
under my arm to back me up, but it makes sense to me to keep the internal
body temperature up by using any means available. I also try to go to a sauna
once a week and I wear a hat around the house. Oh, and I wash my hands
more. And I kiss people less... just a little less. — Melanie H.

Avoid children. Just kidding!! Take vitamin D, get exercise, and
wash my hands often. — Michael H.

Take apple cider vinegar baths and do wheat grass shots! — Sue K.
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Wear lots of layers, wear a hat, take baths, intake lots of good oils for my dry skin, put lots of oil on
my dry skin, eat a bit more hearty, enjoy resting/hibernation, take extra vitamin D supplements, try
to focus on creative projects and art I can do at home, stretch, be romantic! — Rebecca C.

I sleep longer in
the winter. Also,
a humidifier is
imperative.
And
cook with lots of
garlic! — Jessy S.

Rooibos tea saves me
in the winter. It has
about 5 times more
antioxidants than green
tea. — Diana A.

Since I can not stand running in the cold I take my quest for wellness inside in colder months and
practice yoga. My favorite local studio is Bend & Bloom where I take advanced classes to get my
heart rate up and build strength or, if I’m not up for a vigorous flow, I return to Basics where they
focus on alignment and the foundational poses. For mental health and a burst of energy I also love
their Restorative class on Sunday night! Yoga is a great way to keep fit and feel amazing through
the creaky, cold months and Park Slope has tons of yoga options. — Brigitte M.

Wear bright warming
colors, snuggle a lot,
wear hats, avoid raw
vegetables.— Meghan K.

Drink lots of homemade
broths. — Ronna W.

Take Echinacea daily. — Lois A.
I think it’s important to exercise even though it’s so difficult to get out of the
apartment. I can’t forget to physically take care of my body because it’s so
much easier to stay home and stuff my face with food. — Adam S.

I purchase and refill liter and a half bottles of water.
When it’s cold outside, I never
feel the urge to drink; having
a bottle that shows me
my allotted amount
for the day gives me
the motivation to stay
hydrated. — Nicole C.

Keep my hands
clean, lots of
vitamin C, flu shot
and crossing my
fingers for luck!
— Donna P.

Large wheatgrass shot
every day. And plenty
of red wine ;) Seriously
tho: healthy cocktail...
Mix SWITCHEL with
vodka or tequila, lots
of fresh lime juice...voila!...
healthy cocktail! — Rachael O.
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(new student special 3 classes for $30)
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708 Sackett Street | between 4th & 5th Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11217 | 347.987.3162
www.bendandbloom.com
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Dispatches from babyville

TO YOUR HEALTH
Young children are cute and lovable; they afford you a sense of purpose and meaning in addition to frequent bouts of
heart-exploding joy. So I heartily recommend having one, or two, or hell, even three . . . but not if you want to avoid vomit
and the runs and snot and fever and sores and other revolting things that I’m too demure to mention in print.

W

hen I had my first
baby, known in these
parts as Primo, I
was naïve enough to think that
good hygiene could ensure good
health. The mere recollection of
how neurotic I was exhausts me
now. No one held newborn Primo
without scrubbing up like they
were about to enter an OR, and
if I heard a sniffle from a visitor,
I mandated the use of a surgical
mask. That is, by the way, not an
exaggeration. Before the baby
was born, my cardiologist father
equipped me with a handsome
supply of surgical masks and
gloves, the same kind he and my
mother required visitors to wear
when I was an infant. That such
measures will necessitate therapy
later in life is obvious. That they
are far from foolproof—that
came as a surprise.
To be fair, my germophobic
strategy worked as long as I kept
it up; Primo sailed through his
first nine months without even
a hint of congestion. But such
hyper-vigilance takes a terrific
amount of energy and is nearly
impossible to maintain once a baby becomes mobile. Once Primo
started crawling, I realized immediately I was fighting a losing
battle.
I’d turn around and see Primo’s formerly pristine hands plunged
into a mound of “dirt” in the playground—not good, clean country
dirt but city dirt, which doesn’t contain soil so much as ash
peppered liberally with glass shards, cigarette butts, dog feces, and
decomposing rat remains—and I’d watch, horrified, as he lifted the
handful of hazardous waste to his mouth. Then, of course, there was
his predilection for open-mouth kissing; the objects of his affection
were invariably toddlers with pendulous globs of snot hanging out
of their noses or hacking coughs that promised pertussis.

So, the bubble burst, and the
germs flooded in. Thanks to my
early neuroses, Primo’s immune
system was totally unpracticed,
having led a life of leisure, eating
bonbons on chaise lounges
instead of battling bacteria.
Consequently, my son got roseola,
rotavirus, asthma, allergies, strep
throat, ear infections, ER-worthy
bouts of croup, and an endless
parade of colds and stomach
bugs.
The kid even got scarlet fever.
I bet you didn’t know that was
still around. I, for one, thought it
had been eradicated shortly after
Little Women was written, along
with the consumption. Turns
out, scarlet fever is still alive and
kicking, though significantly less
terrifying now that you can treat
it with antibiotics. When scarlet
fever hit, I realized all my efforts
to protect my little one from
contagion were laughable.
Which is why with baby
number two, Seconda, I gave
up my neuroses cold turkey. I
wasn’t some renegade hygiene
hypothesizer—didn’t host chicken
pox parties or anything. I just did away with the surgical masks and
abstained from antibacterial gel. It was a good thing, too. Seconda
fared considerably better than her Bubble Boy brother had in his
early years. She was a hardy little sucker; her immune system wore
steel-toed Doc Martens and carried brass knuckles.
Of course, even healthy kids get sick from time to time,
particularly during cold and flu season, no matter how diligent
you are with your vaccinations and your Flintstone vitamins. My
second time around, I accepted this with aplomb. The coughs and
colds and mysterious twenty-four-hour fevers, I learned to tolerate.
What I could not abide was the Family-Wide Stomach Flu.
With two kids under three years of age, the stomach bug became

By Nicole Caccavo Kear | Art by Diana Schoenbrun
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a frequent visitor in our home, especially between October and
March. If we were lucky, the stomach virus that hit would have
a long incubation period that prevented us from all getting sick
simultaneously. We were not always lucky, though.
Taking care of a kid with the stomach flu is no fun, and taking
care of two is even less fun, but the least fun thing is taking care of
them while you yourself have the flu. The misery entailed in such
an endeavor cannot possibly be described in English (possibly
in German, but I don’t speak that language). Only those who’ve
experienced it firsthand can understand how unpleasant it is to
have one child barfing on the carpet at the exact moment the other
one cries out, “Uh oh! I need to change my pants!” while your own
stomach begins to have a not-so-great feeling. I have been there,
and I can attest that it’s a roller coaster that only goes down.
You know how people like to say that having three kids isn’t that
much harder than having two? This is, clearly, a subject open to
debate, but I think it’s fairly safe to assert that as far as caring for
puking, pants-crapping kids are concerned, three is harder than
two. So, when I had my third child, I decided that while I could be
laissez-faire and low-key about germs in general—“Sure, you can
get in the sandbox!” “Oh, go ahead and eat it; the floor’s not that
dirty.”—protocol would change as soon as someone hurled.
At the first gag, I put the place on lockdown; I dust off the squirt
bottle of Purell and break out the medical-grade disinfectant wipes.
These, like the surgical masks, were gifted to me by my father and
they come in handy when there’s a highly contagious virus afoot.
Breathing in the fumes emitted by these wipes may knock you
unconscious, but they take no germs prisoner.
First, I scour all the surfaces the afflicted child has touched, all
the while dousing whoever ambles by with Purell. Then, I turn
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my attention to making sure the sick-o stay away from the other
children.
“Let’s get you tucked in bed, nice and cozy,” I purr to my greenishhued progeny.
“But I want to watch TV on the couch,” the sick-o protests.
“Oh no, don’t wear yourself out on the couch,” I reply persuasively,
“Here, let me give you the iPad. It’ll be all yours.”
If the child appears in the kitchen, expressing hunger or thirst,
I’ll gently take them by the sleeve, averting my face, and guide them
back to their warm, cozy, secure convalescence area where all their
needs will be attended to. Then I use an industrial-strength wipe to
disinfect the doorknob.
In this way, I quarantine my children, in the gentlest possible
fashion.
“Mom,” my convalescing son observed a few weeks ago when I
intercepted a cookie he was trying to hand to his baby sister, “Do
you know what you are?”
I didn’t, of course, but I was dying to find out.
“You’re a sick-ist,” he said. Even woozy and nauseous, the kid
is clever.
“You’ll thank me when you don’t have to fight your sister for
the toilet later,” I told him. “And I don’t even use the surgical masks
anymore. If you ask me, that’s progress.”

You can read more of Nicole’s misadventures in Mommyland, and beyond, in her
forthcoming memoir Now I See You (June 2014, St. Martin’s Press) and on her blog
amomamok.com.
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Roses, Sweet Peas, Hydrangea...whether you want
them to carry down the aisle at your wedding,
fill your favorite vase, or plant in that sunny spot
in your garden...Call a Zuzu
www.zuzuspetalsbrooklyn.com
zuzusparkslope@aol.com

Growing things since 1971
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Hypocrite’s Almanac

kids and the Harsher
Realities of Life

Dear Hypocrite,
The other day I’m walking down Seventh Avenue with my three-year-old son and I
notice there’s a panhandler in front of the Citibank. My son stops to talk to everyone so,
although it’s completely out of our way, I cross the street to avoid the woman sitting on the
sidewalk holding a cardboard sign. I don’t want to get in a discussion with him about how
some people don’t have places to live or enough food to eat. I know we’ll have to go there
eventually, but I want to put it off for as long as possible.
My question is this: When and what do you tell your kid about the harsher realities of
life? Our bird Lucky died last week. I told my son that Lucky went to visit her sister in Brazil.
I’m thinking you’re going to tell me it’s wrong to lie but, I thought he’d really lose it if I told
him the truth.
Tracey in Gowanus
By Melanie Hoopes | Art by Leah Lin
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Dear Tracey,
I’m sorry to hear about your bird. It’s hard to lose
a pet, but you’re right, I’m a big fan of talking about
death with kids at an early age, so in my opinion
you blew an opportunity. You think your son might
have “lost it”, but he might not have. He might have
pondered Lucky’s death for a few seconds and then
asked to play Fruit Ninja. There will be countless other
opportunities to let him in on life’s little inevitability,
of course. Why not go out and buy a goldfish this
afternoon? In a matter of months you’ll have another
chance to have that conversation you just dodged.
I don’t know if you read the last issue of Park Slope
Reader, but I moved out of the city. One of the things
I miss most about living in Brooklyn is being around
all different types of people behaving in all different
ways. Walking home from the store, my kids and I
would see someone or something that would initiate a
discussion about why people do the things they do or
live the way they live. Here in the suburbs, we still have
occasional conversations around social issues, but they
are spawned from news heard on the radio or seen on
TV. While I don’t miss stepping over the dog/human
shit on my block, I do miss the intensity and diversity
of life that a dense population brings. And yes, I miss
the takeout, too.
So to answer your questions: When do you tell your
kid about the dark side? My answer is when they ask.
And what do you tell them? It depends. I completely
get that for a three-year-old the idea of someone being
hungry or homeless is very scary. But kids are capable
of understanding that bad things happen: Sometimes
it rains the whole weekend, sometimes you don’t
get the donut you want, sometimes your toy breaks
the day you got it. The key to addressing the heavy
issues is to keep it simple. With my kids, I give a short
introduction (topics recently covered: Why people do
drugs, sexual abuse, the difference between a Catholic
and a Protestant) and then let them ask questions. My
son will ask questions rapid fire until he’s satisfied. My
daughter will ask a few and then, in a day or two, a few
more. When all are answered, ask a few of your own.
In the case of the woman with the sign, ask your son
how he thinks she ended up on the street. Help him
create the story. It doesn’t have to be realistic—there
can be dinosaurs and aliens involved. Then ask him
how you both could help the person. You certainly
could write a check to New York City Food Bank.
Your son can put on the stamp and draw a picture and
sign his name. It’s really important to teach our kids
empathy and compassion. Get started on this as early
as you can. I’m telling you, go buy that fish.
When he gets older, you can bring up the real factors
that cause someone to have to ask for money on the
street. You can discuss the lack of affordable housing,
mental illness, unemployment, or healthcare costs.
What fun! And then if your kid is so inclined, enable
him to act. The two of you can volunteer at a shelter,
serve food at CHiPs, or collect coats when the weather
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turns. These activities are the antidote to self-absorption for both
kids and adults.
I have a friend named Ben who has a kid and lives in Park Slope.
He told me this story recently and I asked him to write it up so I
could share it with you.
I was on the F train with my kid. She’s eight, and we were
on our way to Bryant Park to go iceskating. My kid looked
adorable. She was wearing a matching glove and hat set with
stripes, and she had the skates she got for Christmas slung over
her shoulder. It was early in the morning and she was snuggled
up against me. All was good.
And then: “Excuse me Ladies and Gentlemen, pardon for the
interruption. I am homeless—” Now, I work in the city so I
hear this every day and my kid is a city kid and she’s no doubt
heard it dozens of times herself. When she was little I’d dig
for a couple quarters and let her put them in the cup. Since
she’s older and we’ve had some discussions about how it’s better
to give to organizations than to individuals, this particular day
we both gazed downward and waited for the person to pass.
But as he passed, we saw that he had no shoes. His feet were in
plastic bags with rubber bands to keep them on. My daughter’s
eyes went from the bags to me and then back to the bags. She
then tugged on my sleeve. “Daddy,” she said, “give him your
wallet.”
I did not hand over my wallet. My daughter begged me but
I kept my eyes down and told her quietly that after ice skating
we would make a donation to New York Cares or somewhere
that helps the homeless. But at that moment, it was not enough
for my daughter. She insisted that we get off the train and go
home. It was unfair that she had three pairs of sneakers, one
pair of boots, a pair of dress shoes, and a pair of ice skates while
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that man had none. We were going home and collecting all the
shoes we didn’t need and donating them to a place that would
help people like the man on the train.
I am a pretty strict parent. My girls have to practice the piano
for a half hour everyday. They have chores and must write
thank you notes. But I felt at that moment forcing my daughter
to go iceskating was something I just couldn’t stomach. She was
upset and knew what she could do to make herself feel better,
and I thought that if I manipulated her into going skating she
might learn to stiﬂe her impulses. I might sound like I had
it all figured out, but believe me, this moment was agonizing.
The shoeless man was long gone, but my daughter was still
hysterical and I was completely ﬂummoxed. At the next stop, I
followed her off the train and we boarded the Brooklyn-bound
one that had just pulled up.
At home, we went through every closet and came up with
six pairs to donate. Then we went to our neighbors and friends
that lived close by. We gathered forty-two pairs of shoes that
day and dropped them off at Housing Works. We took the
children’s shoes to the Red Hook Community Center.
That was a couple of weeks ago. Since then, we’ve talked
about volunteering to help others in different ways. I’m not
sure what we’ll do next, but that man on the train definitely
moved us act instead of just think. I’m so thankful I didn’t get
in my daughter’s way that morning. She taught me a lot.
Tracey in Gowanus, get ready. The great, wild world of parenting
an older kid awaits you. Just remember, you’re not the only one that
will be doing the teaching. Stay open to what your kid feels strongly
about, and like Ben, you’ll be a better parent and person for it.
Wash your hands. Mind your manners. See you next time. ♦
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Eat Local
Back to the Urban Earth Movement

R

Eating Well
this Winter

With the plentiful amount of fresh baked goods at your fingertips
throughout the holidays and the siren song of comfort food calling
to you as the temperatures drop, it can be difficult to keep healthy
eating at the forefront of your priorities. But with a health-food
superstore opening up in your backyard, healthy dining options
expanding seemingly by the day, and progressive nutritionists
flexible enough to fit in your hectic lifestyle, our neighborhood is
the perfect place to be to keep your habits in check.

ecently, the long-awaited Whole Foods finally
opened its Gowanus location (214 3rd Street). This
behemoth of a store has taken care to honor its
new Brooklyn home by stocking its shelves with products
sourced locally from around the borough. Highlights
include a takeout noodle shop by Smorgasburg fave Yuji
Ramen, a rooftop bar serving up local brews and bites,
and a rooftop greenhouse which, through a collaboration
with New York’s premier rooftop greenhouse company
Gotham Greens, supplies some of the food found in its
produce section. Gotham Greens has been supplying the
other Whole Foods locations in the city since opening
their flagship farm in Greenpoint in 2011, so they were a
natural fit for the rooftop project. Co-founders Viraj Puri
and Eric Haley, as well as Greenhouse Director Jennifer
Nelkin, created a technologically-advanced controlled
environment system that resulted in the ability to provide
local, fresh food year-round that will now be applied to
the rooftop farm of Whole Foods in Gowanus.
Gotham Green’s sophisticated climate control
systems create an environment that is not only highly
productive, but sustainable and ecologically-friendly
too. Sensors throughout the greenhouse monitor factors
like temperature, humidity, oxygen, carbon dioxide,
and light-levels that then trigger computer-controlled
components to create the ideal growing atmosphere,
no matter what the weather is like outside. Powered by
on-site solar panels, the whole process is surprisingly
energy-efficient. They also make use of a closed-loop
irrigation system, allowing them to reuse all of the water
put into the system and to use twenty times less water,
which—when agriculture is the number one use for fresh
water—makes a big impact compared to Gotham Green’s
more traditional counterparts. On top of that, not using
chemical pesticides eliminates the risk of run-off to the
watershed. With all of this taken into account, Gotham
Green’s farms have the capability to produce twenty to
theiry times greater the harvest per acre than field-based
farms.
At the Whole Foods location, the majority of that
production will be leafy greens, herbs, and tomatoes.
Shoppers can swipe up hyperlocal greens like butter
lettuce, spring mix, arugula, and kale, as well as heirloom,
cherry, grape, and several other varieties of tomatoes. Of
course, all this produce will be organic and GMO-free.
While the greenhouse itself will be open to employees
only, there will be a viewing area and self-guided tour
right outside if you find yourself curious while shopping
or drinking over at the bar. If you’ve heard the recent
buzz and have been intrigued by rooftop farming, this
will finally be your chance to see it up close and in
action.

By Celeste Kaufman Art by Yvegenia Nayberg
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THERE’S ALWAYS ROOM
FOR CHOCOLATE.

™

CHOCOLATE
DESSERT
HOMEMADE
ICE CREAM
WINE BAR
ORGANIC
COFFEE & TEA
LOCATIONS
COBBLE HILL
269 Court Street, Brooklyn
718-246-2600
PARK SLOPE
51 Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn
718-783-2900
HOURS
Sun-Thurs Noon-11pm,
Fri-Sat Noon-Midnight

thechocolateroombrooklyn.com
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Around the World in 80 Dishes
While comitting to a healthier diet may have you turning to
your own kitchen more often, sometimes you just need to treat
yourself to a night out. Thankfully, Brooklyn has a wide variety
of healthy dining options to choose from, and among the most
interesting is Prospect Heights newcomer, Mason and Mug (708
Washington Avenue). Opened last November by Itta Werdinger
Roth—founder of the popular kosher supper club, The Hester—
and Sasha Chack—former Food and Beverage Director of 92Y
Tribeca—this kosher pescatarian establishment specializes in
small plates inspired by global street food. The cozy, casual space
is the perfect neighborhood spot featuring an open kitchen, a few
high top wooden tables, a small backyard, chalkboard menus,
and a street art-inspired mural displayed on one of the walls. The
inviting atmosphere calls out for a quick bite before heading out
on the town.
The ever-rotating menu will draw inspiration from Roth and
Chack’s multicultural upbringing. Roth is Australian and of
Eastern European Jewish heritage, and has traveled frequently
in Israel while living in New York—a lot of the dishes will
have a nod to Chack’s extensive traveling in Southeast Asia. At
Mason and Mug’s opening, these influences came together in
dishes like the Daikon Carrot-Ginger Soup with Seaweed and
Beech Mushrooms, a banh mi with pickled daikon and carrots,
pressed tofu, cilantro, cucumber, and fish sauce, and a fish
taco with pickled red cabbage, avocado, and jalapeno-cilantro
mayo. Having a variety of small plates available, they hope, will
encourage people to try new things and introduce them to new
kinds of cuisine.
Don’t pass over their delicious smoked fish and cheese
boards—at $13 and $12 respectively, they are some of the best
bargains in the borough. The details of the boards will vary
slightly, but each offers an array of delights that is difficult to
beat. The fish board, at the time of this writing, included Acme’s
Pastrami Lox, lemon pepper lox, smoked mackerel, and smoked
whitefish accompanied by a sharp mustard dill sauce and marble
rye (the good stuff), while the cheese board featured aged
havarati, Bastardo del Grappa, and Pecorino with sourdough
bread and apple pepper preserves. Wash all of this down with
something from their short-but-sweet bar menu of local beers
and wines. Then, take a peek at their corner of goods to go that
includes obscure Israeli snacks, condiments, homemade breads,
and groceries—including their pickles that are made in-house.
And if you didn’t get your fill of lox at dinner, be sure to check
out their Lox and Bagel Brunch on Sundays. It’s the perfect fit in
the neighborhood’s expanding dining scene.

A Resolution’s Helping Hand
Juice cleanses. Drastic diets destined to fail. An unpronounceable
supplement regimen. These are all the hallmarks of a person at
the turn of a new year, looking back in horror at their eating
habits of the previous month and vowing to make a change for
the better as their Resolution—and this time, they really mean
it. They slip a little more each week until, finally, they’re back
to their old ways merely a few months (if not weeks) into the
year. It’s the same old story year after year. Only, maybe this time,
it can be different with just a little help. That’s where Jennifer

dizzys.com
511 9th Street at 8th Avenue
230 Fifth Avenue at President Street

718.499.1966
718.230.5551

House-roasted, thoughtfully sourced beans and
fresh, seasonal food served daily, 8am to 7pm.
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Finally, cooking instruction
for the way you want to cook,
the way you like to eat, and the
way you live your life.
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE FOR OUR
RENOWNED WORKSHOPS AND CUSTOM CLASSES

info@puplekale.com • 917.297.9709 • www.purplekale.com
WORKSHOPS • CONSULTATIONS • CATERING • PROVISIONS
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Schonborn comes in (jenniferschonborn.com). Taking a holistic
Wedge to her services, Schonborn may be a bit different than
approach
what you typically expect from a nutritionist. Understanding
that there isn’t any one-size-fits-all rules for dieting, Schonborn
will take a more expansive approach into her treatment options.
The first step is getting to know you. How are you sleeping? What
are your stress levels like? What type of exercise do you do? How
is your career and your relationships going? Our relationship
with food is at the center of all of this, and once it’s all taken into
account, Schonborn can create a deeply personalized approach
to your nutrition.
There are several ways to take advantage of Schonborn’s
nonclinical one-on-one setting. Her most recommended program
is her Six-Month Program, based on the theory that six months is
how long it takes to fully develop or break habits. The longer time
period allows you to focus on a series of small, gradual changes
rather than being thrown a pile of huge, daunting changes that
you’d be more likely to give up on. Having more successes—no
matter how small—builds confidence and the likelihood that you
will stick to your goals as a whole. The program includes two,
hour-long sessions a month, email support in between sessions,
a monthly wellness newsletter, and any books, handouts, food
samples, or self-care products that are deemed helpful. If you
don’t have room for a six-month commitment, there are several
other options to choose from including a three-month program,
a One-Week Detox Program, and as little as a Six-Day StressReduction Package. These can be carried out in person or over the
phone, but since Schonborn is based in Park Slope, she’s likely to
be just a few blocks away. If you’re unsure which is the best choice
for you, or even if this would be a good fit, Schonborn always
offers free one-hour consultations, which can be scheduled on
her website.
Put simply, Schonborn’s philosophy is that whole, natural, real
food nourishes us better physically, emotionally, and mentally. If
we stop the emphasis on convenience and speed, it can lead to
making better food choices by focusing on more green vegetables,
fruits, whole grains, and healthy fats, and cutting red meat,
processed food, sugar, and dairy as much as possible. Schonborn
suggests that the easiest way to stay healthy in the winter is to
focus on supporting the immune system by remembering to
exercise, catching up on sleep, working to reduce stress, and
increasing our intake of leafy vegetables and whole grains. Try
to cook at home as much as you can, and remember to focus on
making small goals day-by-day to avoid getting discouraged. At
this time of year, there will be a million tips thrown your way
about how to put your New Year’s Resolutions into practice, so if
you need guidance, encouragement, and accountability, Jennifer
Schonborn can help tailor the best approach to nutrition for you.
♦

LocaL
Handyman
It takes just one call to hire your
LocaL Handyman to solve all
your home repairs in a quick and
efficient manner.
Furniture assembly
Plastering & Painting
Floor Repair
carpentry & drywall
ceilings & Light Fixtures
Shelving
Plumbing
Whether the project is a repair
or a complete remodeling job, the
LocaL Handyman provides
customers with quality, tidy
craftsmanship and timely work
performed at a fair price.
Serving Local Businesses
Local References available
Free Estimates
call for appointment

917.407.1357

mendioLa718@gmaiL.com
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Journey to health

Letting the
in the Tent

F

Winter Wellness

Elephant

ull disclosure: towards the end of the fall, my editor assigned
me a story on winter wellness. At the time, I was in some of the
best shape of my life. I was about to run my third marathon, I
was taking care of myself, eating right, going to bed early, and striking
a nice balance between work and rest. Then it all fell apart. The day
after I ran the Philadelphia marathon, my live-in boyfriend of nine
years ended our relationship. There was very little explanation. He
was unhappy, we weren’t working anymore. It took all of two hours
before my life, as I knew it, crumbled in front of me.
Just a few days before, I was obsessing over getting enough sleep,
eating right, and abstaining from alcohol for one of the biggest
physical challenges of my life, and now here I was, forty-eight hours
later on the complete opposite side of the health spectrum. I spent
the next couple of weeks couch surfing, living out of the trunk of
my car, suffering panic attacks, and vomiting into trash cans in Park
Slope. My work was suffering and I had hit an all-time low—in
body, mind, and spirit. Perfect time to tackle an article on winter
wellness, right?
The funny thing is, it probably was. I was starting from ground
zero and had to start building myself back up.
The first leg of my journey landed me in the lobby of Brooklyn
Boulders. Not only was I sleep-deprived, but I hadn’t eaten in a couple
of days. I walked in, and truth be told, I was a little intimidated. First
thing in the morning and the place was already buzzing with
smiling faces, lean bodies, and Wu Tang Clan thumping over the
sound system. But then I was warmly greeted by Luke Livesy, the
Curriculum Director and all-around nice guy. We plopped down on
the couch and Luke started to share his own story about how he fell
in love with the sport. “I started climbing six years ago,” explained
Luke. “When I came here I started as a guy at the front desk, and
then, well, eventually I ended up where I am now.” He went on to
explain his personal transition from skateboarder in England, to
rock climbing aficionado here in Brooklyn.
“So what do you think? Are you ready to try it yourself?” After a
twenty-minute crash-course, I’m staring head on at the climbing wall
looking skeptically at an alien puzzle of shapes and figures. “You have
to figure out your route,” he said. So, not unlike a three-year-old, I
stood and tried to decipher the shapes and colors, figuring out where
to start my ascent, where my next move would take me, and then the
next. I thought I had it all figured out. And then…it came to actually
doing it. Turns out climbing the wall and looking at it are actually
two, very different things. Once you’re up there, it’s very, very hard
to see where to plant your feet. In a bout of self-consciousness, I took
my first grip. My plan went out the window. I needed to get to the
top, but I was getting tired and terrified immediately. My muscles
weren’t used to this type of fast-twitch anaerobic challenge. I wanted
to give up right away. But meanwhile, I had my buddy below saying,
“Hey there Nancy, you have a foothold there on your right. Use that
for support!” Is this sounding oddly prophetic? Maybe. Well, in
my mind it did. Thanks, Luke. So bit-by-bit, I made my less-thangraceful way to the top with a little guidance from my friend. I was
unsure of myself the entire time, ready to fall and embarrass myself,

Story and Photography by Nancy Lippincott

Luke Livesey

and each and every time, Luke cheered me on and pushed me to
the next hold. Eventually I was inches away from the top. “Go for
it, grab the top!” My heart was racing and I had zero faith in my
muscles to finish the task. But then I did. And there I was, clinging
to the top of the wall like panicked spider monkey. I solved the
puzzle and made it!
By the way, when you free-climb, you have to get down. “Luke!”
“What DO I DO??!”   
“Let Go! I’ll help fix your fall!” That was the best thing I’ve heard
in a very long time. I was about to let go and plummet to a mat of
undisclosed thickness under me and I was going to just trust a man
I met less than an hour ago. I let go.
I didn’t bust my ass. I didn’t bust anything, actually. It felt really
good to let go and just land. Luke explained, “Children have less
fear than we do. They don’t brace themselves for impact. Adults
are the ones that need the most help learning how to fall.” True
story, brother. I felt like I had been doing a lot of falling lately, and
more than anything I was terrified of getting hurt again. Luke, not
knowing me more than a half an hour, was ready to make sure that
didn’t happen.
I highly suggest taking a lesson from the staff here. Whether
you’re familiar with the sport or a complete newbie, a quick tutorial
will unlock a lot of the mystery and alleviate some potential fears.
For complete beginners, you will learn the basics of how to move
your body, and for more seasoned climbers, there’s such a wealth
of experience and knowledge that you will be sure to refine your
technique and take your game to the next level. But no matter what,
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What are you Waiting For?
Learn Qigong
Have More Energy
Be Healthier
Be Centered
De-Stress
Enjoy Living

Once you learn it–it is yours for life!
Relax, Refresh, Renew, In Minutes…anywhere!
Classes at 263 Seventh Ave., New York Methodist Hospital,
Medical Office Pavilion (Center for Complementary Medicine)

Call Michael McComiskey at (718) 857-6598

www.qigongforhealthandwellness.com

These ancient Chinese arts
have been shown to promote
balance, coordination, bone and
joint health and…inner balance.
peace, joy and jing - tranquility gift certificates available
For Class schedule and other info…

taichiinparkslope.com
A fitness studio
offering:
Pilates
GYROTONIC®
Method
GYROKINESIS®
Alexander Technique
Prenatal Classes/Workshops
path
to
find a new
Yoga
strength and flexibility!
TRX

®

Private lessons/Group Classes
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I recommend everyone give
Michael McComiskey
the sport a chance, as there’s no
better feeling than making it to
the top.
The next leg of the journey
led me to the home of Michael
McComiskey, a healer and
practitioner of Qi Gong, and
who I will forever refer to as the
Park Slope Jedi Master. I had
nearly zero reference points
when it came to Qi Gong, but
the very first thing Michael
taught me was that you can’t
pronounce it unless your eyes
are closed. “It’s pronounced chi gong” Michael said with a chuckle.
So I closed my eyes, said chi gong, and then there I was, in front of
a grinning man with a shirt that read “Keep Calm and Use and The
Force.”
“Qi, is life force and in Chinese, that is a very rich concept. Qi
manifests itself in many ways. It’s your aliveness. It’s also the level
of energy you feel. Your enthusiasm. When your Qi is high, you’re
optimistic, you’re vibrant.” (My Qi was most definitely not high as
of late. So I was intrigued about how to get it up again.) Qi Gong is
thousands of years old started by ancient Chinese shamans, or wu,
and was later refined by Buddhist and Taoist monks. Qi Gong is a
three-fold concept, and as Michael explained “It’s a physical wellness
practice that literally produces healthiness. It’s a meditative practice,
as it’s very mind-calming and clearing. And then it’s very much a
Qi-cultivating practice.” The body has a steady stream of electrical
currents pulsing through it constantly, and Qi Gong is all about
channeling that energy to boost your energy, centeredness, and
aliveness.
In fact, Michael referred to his practice as a form of healing,
and not so much a fitness-related activity. “The Chinese don’t
believe in no pain, no gain.” My ears perked up. Getting through
the marathon was all about working past the pain. It was intense,
taxing, even devastating at times. Now, someone was telling me that
I could achieve wellness through a peaceful and intuitive approach,
working with my body, not against it. It’s all built on slow, gentle,
repetitive movements. “The idea is that each movement has it’s own
particular gift. Over the past few thousands of years, people have
figured out a lot of different ways to move and reap the benefits from
the variations.”
While Qi Gong has hundreds of possible movements, we
started with one simple exercise. “Relax your knees, tilt your hips
forward, round your neck slightly. We are elongating the spine, and
creating space for the energy to ﬂow.” We then began taking deep,
long breaths, inhaling and exhaling slowly as we rocked back and
forth from heal to toe, raising our arms with the inhale, lowering
them with the exhale. I felt it after the first few repetitions. This
was possibly the first time in weeks that I was able to breath fully.
Michael explained that when our bodies are full of anxiety and stress,
it’s nearly impossibly to take a full, deep breath. Having suffered
several panic attacks as of late, this simple exercise was offering some
much-needed release and relaxation.
Michael left me with a quote: “After the elephant enters the tent,
the tent will never be the same again.” What it means is that once you
begin to stretch your understanding of yourself, you will be inviting
lasting change. I have a long way to go in healing, but opening myself
up to new people and challenges was the first step. ♦

For families in transition.
A more reasonable, more peaceful alternative to litigation.
When you want to resolve conflict, you need an expert to guide you
safely through the process. An experienced mediator, Rachel Green can
provide neutral ground for discussion and negotiation. She will give you
the information you need to find the Solution to Resolution. Rachel will
help you to brainstorm solutions, so that we can put together a settlement
that will work as well as possible for you, your ex, and your child(ren).
Mediation works for people who want to honor the years that you spent
together, while acknowledging the reality that you are not going to stay
together for the future. Your children will never thank you for destroying
their other parent! Call for a consultation.
120 Garfield Place, Suite A-6, between 5th & 6th Avenues
www.Mediate2Resolution.com | Rachel@Mediate2Resolution.com | 718.965.9236

Helping park Slope familieS reStructure Since 1995

Pure Energy Martial Arts
Tessa Gordon
Founder / Owner / Chief Instructor
1988 Olympic Team
National Champion
Pan American Champion
World Championship Medalist

Over 30 Years Experience
All Levels • All Ages
Juniors 3 to 5 • Juniors • Advanced Juniors
Teens and Adults

548 Union Street
Brooklyn, NY 11215

718-965-4222
PureEnergy1992@aol.com

Come in for a Free Trial Class
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Winter
Wellness
Guide

Most of the services in our wellness guide are holistic
in nature, providing benefit to the mind, body, and
spirit. For the purposes of our directory, we’ve listed
them according to their most obvious category. We
encourage you to reach out and get to know all of our
local practitioners, retailers, and service providers to
make this winter a healthy, happy, and balanced one.

Health & Wellness
Professionals
Brooklyn Oak
Dental Care

319 6th Avenue
718.369.2300
brooklynoakdental.com

Feldenkrais Center

426 4th Avenue
718.499.5238
feldenkraiscenterofparkslope.com

Genesis Fertility

1355 84th Street
808 8th Avenue
718.283.8600
genesisfertility.com

Hands on Health

1663A 8th Avenue
917.836.6034
handsonhealthny.com

J.B. Brown

718.834.8030
awarenessdevelopment.com

Lois Ambramchik, lcsw

Psychotherapist
718.788.2624

Michael
McComiskey

Qigong for Health and
Wellness
NYMH Center for Comp. Med.
263 7th Avenue
718.857.6598
brooklynqigong.com

Park Slope
Chiropractic

361 5th Avenue
718.965.2100
parkslopechiro.com

Plaza Wellness

36 Plaza Street East
at Grand Army Plaza
718.789.8020
plazawellness.com

Renew Physical
Therapy

293 6th Avenue
877.736.3978
renewpt.com

Sally Rappeport
Acupuncture

911 Union Avenue
718.398.5284
sallyrappeport.com
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Slope Wellness

Gyms & Trainers

Spa Services

42 5th Avenue
718.789.8901
5thavefitness.com

816 8thAvenue
718.415.0738
slopwellnessny.com

D’Mai Urban Spa

157 5th Avenue
718.398.2100
dmaiurbanspa.com

Elan Day Spa

157 7th Avenue
718.638.4996
elansalonandspa.com

Frajean Salon

5th Ave Fitness

Body Reserve

207 5th Avenue
718.789.7009
bodyreserve.com

body Unique

150 4th Avenue
718.369.2500
bodyuniquept.com

Brooklyn Boulders

69 7th Avenue
718.622.4448
frajeansalon.com

575 Degraw Street
347.834.9066
brooklynboulders.com

Opal Center for
Massage & Allied
Therapies

Captain Quinn’s
Fitness Boot Camp

28 8th Avenue
718.857.6183
opalcenter.com

Sage Healing Arts

405 5th Avenue
718.832.2030
sagebrooklyn.com

Slope Suds
Salon & Spa

462 7th Avenue
718.758.7837
slopesuds.com

10 Whitwell Place
888.850.1674
captainquinnsbootcamp.com

CrossFit 718

712 5th Avenue
718.768.0090
crossfit718.com

CrossFit South
Brooklyn

597 Degraw Street
718.852.3725
crossfitsouthbrooklyn.com

Crunch

Venelle Spa

330 Flatbush Avenue
718.783.5152
crunch.com

Wild Lotus
Ayurveda

17 Eastern Parkway
718.789.4600
easternathleticclubs.com

62 7th Avenue
718.989.9855
venellesalonandspa.com

748 Union Street
347.463.6427
wildlotusny.com

Eastern Athletic

Harbor Fitness

191 15th Street
718.965.6200
harborfitness.com

new BoDy Boot
CaMP & wellness

552 Union Street
888.502.0331
newbodybootcampnyc.com

new york sPorts
CluB

324 9th Street
718.768.0880
mysportsclubs.com

PonGo Power

402 5th Street
718.768.9800
pongopower.com

Pura ViDa urBan
Fitness

184 Underhill Avenue
718.857.0520
puravidaurban.com

soutH Brooklyn
weiGHtliFtinG CluB

300 Douglass Street
718.243.2800
southbrooklynwc.com

sloPe Fitness

808 Union Street
718.783.4343
slopefit.com

718.399.3369
bikramyogaparkslope.com

BoDHisattVa yoGa

Give yourself the gift
of self discovery.

BoDyCraFt Pilates

Call for a no fee
consultation appointment.

442 9th Street, 2nd Fl.
718.499.9642
bodhisattvayoga.com

142 Prospect Park West
718.499.9488
bodycraftstudio.com

BoDytoniC Pilates

150 5th Avenue
718.622.6222
body-tonic.com

Brooklyn yoGa
sCHool

82 6th Avenue
718.395.7632
brooklynyogaschool.com

463 4th Street
788-A Union Street
718.230.3707
elliehermanpilates.com

exHale HealinG
arts

trioMPH Fitness,
HealtH, & wellness

yMCa

145 Sterling Place
718.638.1981
the5thline.com

357 9th Street
718.768.7100
ymcanyc.org

yoGa, Pilates,
& Dance
BenD & BlooM yoGa

708 Sackett Street
347.987.3162
bendandbloom.com

BikraM yoGa
Park sloPe

289 Flatbush Avenue

Park SloPe’S longeSt running PilateS Studio

ellie HerMan
stuDio

71 8th Avenue
787.406.8061
exhalehealingarts.com

540 President Street, Ste. 1F
718.314.5675
triomph.us

Lois Abramchik, lcsw
718.788.2624
labramchik @aol.com

$20 off the first session for new clients
Pilates on the park
Offering pilates sessions for fitness and rehabilitation
All ages and levels welcome
142 Prospect Park West at 9th St. | bodycraftstudio.com
718-499-9488 | bcfitandwell@gmail.com

tHe FiFtH line

HealtHy, Happy SMileS For liFe

inDiGo Pilates

1304 8th Avenue
718.832.3464
indigo-pilates.com

Jaya yoGa Center

1626 8th Avenue
718.788.8788
jayayogacenter.com

319 6th Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11215
T 718.369.2300 | F 718.369.2331
BrooklynOakDental.com | brooklynoakdental@gmail.com
Siama Muhammad, DMD
Committed to bringing healthy smiles
to both you and the environment.
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Winter Wellness Guide
Jennifer Brilliant
Yoga & Personal
Training

732A Carroll Street
718.499.7282
jenniferbrilliant.com

New Leaf Pilates

On 9th Street near Prospect
Park West
718.369.0005
newleafbody.com

Park Slope Yoga
Center

837 Union Street
718.789.2288
parkslopeyoga.com

Pilates Garage

Aikido of Park
Slope

555 5th Avenue
718.788.5932
aikidoofparkslope.com

Amerikick Karate
Studio

529 5th Avenue 2nd Fl.
718.768.8200
amerikickbrooklyn.com

Birdman BJJ

548 Union Street
718.490.3868
birdmanbjj.com

Brooklyn Aikikai

441 3rd Avenue
718.768.1235
pilatesgarage.com

408 3rd Avenue
718.643.6044
brooklynaikikai.com

Plaza Wellness

Brooklyn Fencing
Center

36 Plaza Street East
718.789.8020
plazawellness.com

Shambhala Yoga &
Dance Center

62 4th Street, 2nd Fl.
718.522.5822
brooklynfencing.com

Capoeira Brooklyn

367 St. Marks Avenue
718.622.9956
shambhalayogadance.com

316 7th Street, 2nd Fl.
646.492.4221
capoeirabrooklyn.com

Spoke the Hub

The Center for
Anti-Violence
Education

748 Union Street
718.408.3234
spokethehub.org

Yogasana Center

118 3rd Avenue
718.789.7255
yogasanacenter.com

YogaSole

254 Windsor Place
718.541.1382
yogasole.com
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Martial Arts

327 7th Street
718.788.1775
caeny.org

Choe’s HapKiDo
Martial Arts
Academy

700 A 5th Avenue
347.763.2311
choeshapkido.com

Class One Mixed
Martial Arts &
CrossFit

85 4th Avenue
718.230 3530
c1mma.com

FICA New York

295 Douglass Street
2nd Fl., Ste. 4
917.971.7980
ficanewyork.org

Jikishinkan Aikido
Dojo

316 Dean Street, 2nd Fl.
347.432.6105
directmind.com

Kick Fever Fitness

475 Atlantic Avenue, 2nd Fl.
347.909.0914
kickfeverfitness.com

Martial Arts USA

759 Washington Avenue
718.210.3190
studymartialarts.com

Park Slope
Academy of
Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu

518 5th Avenue
718.788.6990
psabjj.com

Pure Energy
Martial Arts

548 Union Street
718.965.4222
pureenergymartialarts.com

Takahashi Karate
Dojo

565 5th Avenue
718.768.9345

World Martial Arts
Center

540 Atlantic Avenue, 3rd Fl.
718.855.9898
happykicks.com

Retailers
Back to the Land
Natural Foods

142 7th Avenue
718.768.5654
backtothelandnaturalfoods.com

DNY Natural Land

322 Flatbush Avenue
718.783.0038
dnyland.com

The Herb Shoppe

394 Atlantic Avenue
718.422.7981
theherbshoppe.net

Namaskar

643 Vanderbilt Avenue
718.636.1967
namaskarhealth.com

Rico

546 3rd Avenue
718.797.2077
shoprico.com

Whole Foods

214 3rd Street
718.907.3622
wholefoodsmarket.com

Union Market
754-756 Union Street
718.230.5153
402-404 7th Avenue
718.499.4026

All natural skin
products, hand-made
in Brooklyn,
now at Rico.
Magdalena Pure
products soften the
skin, protect against
damage and promote
healing for a more
youthful, healthy
appearance.
shoprico.com

GET HEALTHY AND STRONG
AT SPOKE THE HUB THIS YEAR!

Tai Chi In Park Slope

463 4th Street (Weds)
Prospect Park (Thurs)
917.443.9266
taichiinparkslope.com

CLASSES FOR CHILDREN & ADULTS
DANCE ¥ YOGA ¥ FITNESS ¥ ACTING ¥ FILM ¥ PERFORMANCE
AND SO MUCH MORE!

748 UNION STREET, BKLYN, NY 11215 ¥ 718.408.3234 ¥ SPOKETHEHUB.ORG
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Winter Wellness

Bending Toward Brooklyn

Yoga & the Lower Back

from pressure to power
By Joan Arnold

Y

Ah, winter, when the shoulders involuntarily hunch
against the cold, the muscles take their time to warm
up, and the temptation to linger in an overheated
apartment overwhelms the urge to get outside—to
the gym, for a run in the park, or to a yoga class.
As we meet the challenge of cold weather, the body
demands that we take time to warm up, pumping
blood to the muscles so they become less brittle,
more supple, and ready to go. When it’s cold, that’s
especially important for the lower back.

oga offers a wonderfully
wide
vocabulary
of poses to help us
maintain
flexibility
and
strength in the spine and torso.
In a balanced practice, we move
through a range far fuller than
we would in daily life. Bending
forward—flexing—helps
us
stretch muscles that shorten
while we sit, stand, walk, or
run, and releases tight zones
at the back of the legs, the
hamstrings.
Arching the
spine—extension—lengthens
the torso’s front and strengthens
the back muscles, the short and
long fibers that travel from the
base of the skull to the tail. As
we add twists and side bends
and subtle combinations of all
these, we explore the beauty—
and the challenge—of yoga.
Though the practice of asana can solve back problems, it can also
hurt. Back pain can afflict yogis of any level. Some beginners have
injured themselves and abandoned the practice altogether. And
there are adepts who—without realizing it—put undue pressure on
the lower back. Understanding the spine’s structure and applying
some of the Alexander Technique’s sensible movement principles
can bring a sense of ease within challenge, as well as a powerful,
balanced torso.
There are common forms of misuse I see in both the yoga classes
I take and those I teach. The suggestions below arise from my
observations and solutions for avoiding injury, to help us get the
most out of our yoga practice.

More than Stretching

Most people associate yoga with flexibility. Since many folks have
tight muscles from long days of sitting, yoga can be a welcome respite.
But when an area is troubled or injured, students often tell me, “I just
need to stretch.” That urge is only one part of the picture. Working,
then stretching, offers more balance to the back muscles. Though
someone who’s hurt their lower back may be averse to extending the
spine, when done well, spinal extensions are crucial to keeping the
back toned and ready for action. A good instructor can help you
understand how to do that with clarity.

The Dynamic Center

The key to the back’s ideal function is distribution of effort. We
move courtesy of the muscles, a complex web of fibers that engage
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If you are unsure, ask your Advisor.
Or better yet,
for your family's protection,
have them sign a fiduciary oath.
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fi•du•ci•aryA Financial Advisor held
to a Fiduciary Standard
occupies a position of
special trust and confidence
when working with a client.
As a fiduciary, the Financial Advisor is
required to act with undivided loyalty
to the client. This includes disclosure of
how the Financial Advisor is to be
compensated and any corresponding
conflicts of interest.

FIDUCIARY OATH
The advisor shall exercise his/her best efforts to act in
good faith and in the best interests of the client.
The advisor shall provide written disclosure to the client
prior to the engagement of the advisor, and thereafter
throughout the term of the engagement, of any conflicts
of interest which will or reasonably may compromise
the impartiality or independence of the advisor.
The advisor, or any party in which the advisor has
financial interest, does not receive any compensation
or other remuneration that is contingent on any client’s
purchase or sale of a financial product. The advisor
does not receive a fee or other compensation from
another party based on the referral of a client or
the client’s business.
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618 Carroll Street, Suite 3
Brooklyn, NY 11215
646.249.9880
scott@brewsterfp.com
www.brewsterfp.com
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and release in each action. If you think you are supported by outside
muscles, like bricks holding up a building, consider this: The
muscles that support us to stand and sit well are smaller and closer to
the spine. Called the multifidus, they kick in when the more visible
outside muscles—designed for larger gestures as we move through
space—don’t work overtime.
If the outside shell of muscle is tense, the inner muscles fail to
engage, making the spine more compressed and more vulnerable.
Studies have shown that, to protect the spine from injury, the multifidus
muscles activate before any motion. Before you begin a pose, your
spine can enliven to prepare for your next move. When sitting for
meditation or pranayama, you energize this lively center with the
ongoing pulse of the breath.
The Alexander Technique, a fundamental body management
method, offers this idea: If we free the neck and allow the head
to poise lightly, the whole spine releases and lengthens in a reflex
natural to the body. At the waist—the lumbar spine—the vertebrae
are at their thickest and most substantial. Rather than compressing,
the lower back can expand.
When we sit or move with a clear fold at the hip joint, the lumbar
spine functions as it should: as a center of weight. Then, when we
add an arch, a curve or a twist, we have the firm bony support we
need. The lumbar spine—the waist—is a power center, meant to
conduct energy.
Those who are naturally flexible bend easily in the lower back.
Because it can bend, we can overuse it, creating pain or injury. Many
yoga students press down into the lower back in a lunge or warrior
pose, even leaning back so that the rib cage dips behind the pelvis.
This sends the front of the pelvis down toward the leg. Instead,
we can guide the whole pelvis upward. It’s fine to add a spinal
extension—opening the upper body into an arch. But it works better
when that upward flow is the cherry on top, expanding through the
upper back, distributing the effort rather than repeatedly pressing
down onto the lumbar vertebrae.
Rather than a place of compression or pain, the lower back
becomes what it’s meant to be: A powerful core, a river of nerve
impulses, spinal fluid, of breath, of energy.

The Whole Torso—Top to Bottom

Identifying the top and bottom of the spine promotes distribution
of effort through the whole torso. To locate the top, put your index
fingers on each side of your head behind the lower jaw under your
ear. This is where the head meets the spine.
At the bottom, where the pelvis meets the legs, are the hip
joints. The hip joint is a ball and socket, with that big head of the
upper leg—the femur—fitting deeply and neatly into the socket of
the pelvis—the acetabulum. The hip joints support our weight in
stillness and, as we shift among poses, the thighbone folds, twists,
and opens. Its spherical design gives us a varied range of motion.
You’ll feel the hip joints by putting the sides of your hands at the top
of each leg.
Moving at these two joints will lessen the lower back’s overwork.
Without holding the back stiffly, neither pushing nor pulling, you
can envision space between the ears and, from deep within the torso,
allow the spine its natural, gentle lengthening. Getting the lumbar
spine and hip joint to function according to their job descriptions
helps us protect and enhance the lower back’s safe functioning so
that we can curve and arch with ease.

Lift Your Heart, Then Let it Soften
/

Another common habit that puts pressure on the lower back is
lifting the front of the spine—the part we can see—and shortening
the back—the part we can’t. Counseled to “open the heart” in class,

These Chinese arts have been shown
to promote balance, coordination, bone
and joint health…and inner balance.
For Class schedule and other info…

taichiinparkslope.com
718.788.2624

Lois Abramchik, l.c.s.w.

SAllY RAppepORt

“And the day came when the risk to remain

Acupuncture
chinese herbs

Psychotherapist

tight in a bud was more painful than
the risk it took to blossom.”
Children
Adults
Couples

Integrative
Holistic
Approach

I’ve seen many a yogi walk out of the studio holding that same
posture. Any braced position is trouble, and this one puts pressure
on your hardworking lower back. When it’s over, let that lovely
lifted heart soften in the front to let the full dimension of the back
open. There’s a lot of lung tissue back there. When you see where
the lungs are, you’ll want to let your breath fill all that available
territory—a clearer, more reliable internal support.

a Center of Power

Board Certified (NCCAOM)

bodywork/bowen

C a l l now for a n o f ee Consultation!

Convenient
Park Slope
Location

liCeNSed ACUpUNCtURiSt

Every power move—a karate punch, a soccer kick, a baseball
swing—is driven by a whip, a strong twist through the waist. Rather
than a place of weakness, the lumbar spine becomes a center of
power. When we stand in balance over our feet or sit well on the
sit bones, the effort is distributed through the bodies of those thick,
supportive vertebrae.
As we walk and breathe easily, the ribs are free and a twist in the
waist propels us forward. The swing of the ribs and this natural
twisting motion offers an ongoing massage for the lumbar spine
and the internal organs. Yogic master BKS Iyengar expressed the
contribution of twists to overall health as “squeezing and soaking.”
As you would squeeze out a cloth to soak it with fresh water, the
wring of a twist squeezes out the organs’ toxins. As we return, they
are refreshed with new blood, lymph, oxygen.
The lower back is but one stop on the sequence of vertebrae
from top to bottom. To free it from overwork, we can pause before
moving, envision a light poise of the head and let the whole spine
release into length. That awakens our lively, flowing center. Then,
from deep within the torso, we are supported in stillness or poised
for action. ♦

911 Union Street, Grdfl. Brooklyn, NY 11215
718.398.5284 tel/fax
sally@sallyrappeport.com
www.sallyrappeport.com

#1 Doctor’s choice for
MolD Prevention &
reMoval
• FULL HOME INSPECTION: Two certified
technicians conduct a Full Home Inspection.

coMMon toxic
MolD syMPtoMs:

• AIR SAMPLING: Samples are taken from the
interior and exterior of your home diagnostic
comparison. This will determine if airborne
mold spores and contaminants lurk in the air of
your home or commercial property.

• Asthma

• Psoriasis

• Lung Disease

• Runny Nose

• Allergies

• Dizziness

• Rashes

• Fatigue

• SURFACE SAMPLING: Swab samples are
taken from suspect mold growths to determine the
severity of toxin levels growing in your home.

• Red Eyes

• Miscarriage

• INFRARED CAMERAS: Using state of the art
Infrared cameras we are able to capture hidden
moisture, leaky pipes, cracks in the foundation
or roof and/or mold lurking behind the walls of
you home.

• Lab Testing

MolD services:
• NYC HPD
Violation
• Odor Elimination Removal
• Allergy
Cleansing

• Dry Icing,
De-Fogging

• Inspections & • A/C Fumigation
• LAB RESULTS: Independent lab results
Cleaning
Reports
are analyzed from Air and Surface Samples
taken from your home with approximately a
• Sealing &
• Remediation/
Waterproofing
2-3 business day wait period. A full detailed
Mold Removal
report is then provided detailing the finings of
• Organic
the technicians as well as the infrared images
• Fumigation,
Materials
informing the client of any existing moisture and
Disinfecting
Available
mold concerns, along with mold remediation
processes and future prevention steps.
5 TOWNS
MANHATTAN

212-534-6653 516-627-6653

BROOKLYN

718-677-MolD
6

6

5

3

KATZ BROTHERS
Family Owned for Over 2 Decades
www.FiveBoroMoldSpecialist.com

servicing your coMMunity for over 2 DecaDes
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shoprico.com

546 third ave brooklyn ny 11215 718.797.2077
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ORGA N I C P R O D U C E PREPARED FOODS MEAT & POULTRY FRESH SEAFOOD CHARCUTERIE CHEESE & DAIRY
BAKE D G O O D S DESSERTS SPECIALTY GROCERIES FLOWERS TELEPHONE ORDERS DELIVERY CATERING
M A N H AT TA N
240 E A S T H O U S T O N STREET
AT AV E N U E A

COBBLE HILL, BROOKLYN
288 COURT STREET
BET. DEGRAW & DOUGLASS ST.

718.230.5152
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PARK SLOPE, BROOKLYN
754-756 UNION STREET
AT SIXTH AVENUE

PARK SLOPE, BROOKLYN
402-404 SEVENTH AVENUE
BET. 12TH & 13TH ST.
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